2022 GENDER PRIZE OF THE FACULTY OF BUSINESS, ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
—CALL FOR APPLICATIONS—

BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR DEGREE CERTIFICATE, A COPY OF YOUR FINAL THESIS OR DOCTORAL DISSERTATION, THE ASSESSMENT, AND A TABULAR CV.

SEND YOUR APPLICATION TO:

Gleichstellungsbeauftragte der Fakultät für Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften
Prof. Dr. Daniela Rastetter
Von-Melle-Park 9
20146 Hamburg
gleichstellung.wiso@uni-hamburg.de

Application deadline: 20 July 2022
The Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences strives to acknowledge graduates and doctoral students, who have considered gender issues in their final thesis paper or doctoral dissertation, by conferring gender prizes. Four prizes are available in 2022:

- **doctoral dissertation** — €1200
- **Paper** — €500
- **master’s thesis** — €800 (book voucher)
- **bachelor’s thesis** — €400 (book voucher or travel voucher/covering of travelling expenses)

The prizes will be awarded to outstanding final theses and doctoral dissertations completed between 2 July 2021 and 20 July 2022.

### Selection and use of funds:

- **Selection:** the prizewinners are selected by the dean based on the recommendations of a jury.

- **Use of funds:** prizes are awarded in the form of book vouchers (BA/MA), travel vouchers (MA if not employed at UHH), covering of travelling expenses (MA, employed at UHH) or the covering of expenses and/or a subsidy for printing academic work, participation in conferences, congresses, or similar (doctoral dissertation).

For legal reasons, prize money cannot be paid out in cash.